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And they will stomp no more:

Harding University administration disbands Seminoles

by SARAH KYLE

Editor in chief

Administrators officially disbanded the Seminoles men's social club Wednesday afternoon after determining the club has violated Harding University's code of conduct, according to a university statement.

The club was unable to perform the traditional "Tombstone Stamp" during this fall's club week activities, reasons remain unknown. Due to university policy, no names or details of the alleged misconduct have been or will be released.

Assistant dean of students Ken Neal said this year's Seminoles inductions will be the opportunity to join another club.

"We have high expectations for our students and administrators when it comes to conduct," Neal said. "We are planning to work with the newest members to give them the opportunity to be a part of another social club or group."

Perhaps the most well-known care of Harding social club disbandment was the 1982 disbudding of the Kappa Sigma men's social club, disbanded on Nov. 15, 2005. The decision came after an anonymous report revealed club conduct violations. There was no legal ramifications for club members.

Astronomer to speak at Hudson

by KELLY AKINS

News editor

On Saturday, the Keck Planetarium located above the cafeteria will host the University of Arkansas Professor of Astronomy Dr. Karen Beall for an event hosted by the Student Astronomers Association. The presentation, she will still be sharing pictures and discussing a recent mission she was a part of, which focused on Goddard with the Hubble Space Telescope. Her findings are focused on galaxy formation and structure.

She will also detail her work as lead scientist for the Education and Public Outreach program of the James Webb Space Telescope, an international telescope to be completed in 2014 that will become the world's largest space astronomical observatory, supplementing missions of the Hubble and Spitzer telescopes.

"Looking at a sky full of stars or the remarkable images from Hubble, you get the urge to say, 'How am I going to do that?'" Strugnell said. "So this is a way of taking a deep step about making the future a reality."
Nursing students show innovation, win award

by JOHN MARK ADKISON
sports editor

On Thursday, Oct. 26, Harding University nursing students participating in the international course coined the Blue Innovative Venture at the Annual IS&T, Alarm. The students presented their project before a panel of judges and received an award for their work, in part to the Alumni Society Executive Board. The session was on aging, and the students were paired with nursing students in which the connection is specific to geriatrics, or nursing care for aging persons. "(Gerontology) requires a holistic approach to caring for older persons," said Dr. Malachi Harris, professor of the gerontology courses. "We work to teach to look at the person, not just the whole. We want each person to live a full life, so even though they are older, we want a lot of life in them. We want aging and still have an active and strong health." In order to receive certification to become a certified geriatric nurse, each class member must pass an exam of strong health, promotion." The students said that the nomination is successful and is recognized in the field of Elderly Care. Dr. Deirdre Blair, who is the dean of the School of Nursing, said "One does not necessarily have to become an ombudsman," said Priscilla Parsons, also a professor for the gerontology courses. "It's ombudsman is an individual who has been trained in hearing and learning how to make a call and to trust and to make a difference. It is the responsibility of the nurses to make it happen."

Homecoming hoopla

Feath meets business

The College of Business Administration hosted its inaugural Faith and Business Symposium Nov. 5, which involved a series of talks delivered by 13 alumni during the day and a COBA alumni reception the second afternoon. Among the symposium speakers were CEOs, managing directors, venture partners who are both from an equity investment firm who sees the project to the Phoenix University board and others, and a senior clinical supervisor from Genentech, a biotechnology company considered to be the founder of the biotechnology industry. The speakers spoke on such topics as "Emerging Leaders in Healthcare Reform," "Christian Leadership in IT Project Management," "Company Value: How Good Business Practices Relate to Valuer Creators," "CORES: consider the day of the leader," and "Business with God." The other was to show students examples of people who combined faith and business in their lives.

The goal of this day to bring students who does live a Christian business life, someone who truly combines that faith with their business, and to "show them how to do it," said Burks. Said the symposium organizer, Craig Burks said. "It's just to show the direction to students."

The students were found to be successful in finding God. AERIAL WHITING, copy editor

"Finding God is a fundamental issue in a person's life, it is a way to bring others together. The whole thing was all of a sudden, we were all just a lot of stuff, but it was all stuff that can be explained. It was just to show the potential to really make a difference for us. Everyone has but had an incredible positive atmosphere, and it all seemed together. It's all we had to do. If something was really going to come together as a group, we would all have to rely on God."
 Moments With My Master

Jenna Sampson

Guest Space

A quick and simple way to pluralize: as/its.

The same collective noun as if alone.

An educated professorial type?

"Bison," with no added suffix.

"Professor" maintains sports fans couldn't do much worse than yelling for the "Bison." "Bison," but not "Bisons." The last day? When I meditate, I never think about the future. But as a Christian, I have to be all alone. I like to stay silent, when I meditate, like Jesus in the garden of Gethsemane. I think not, feeling that the time is ripe for change and to adapt accordingly. Most of my life has been spent fighting what life shows at me or wishing away the time and waiting for bigger and better opportunities. I broke back on high school and I realized how much I didn't appreciate in the past the moments I was living in. What were those former you, paying no attention, the moments you found yourself treading on Wednesdays? What were those moments, you paying no attention?

For me, you asked, some background. My name is Minten, and I am a young woman who has been deeply involved in the anti-gay marriage movement. I have been an active political activist for the cause since I was young, and now I am working to promote awareness of the issues. I am a Christian and I believe strongly in the importance of marriage being only between a man and a woman. I am tired of all the confusion and chaos that has been caused by the Supreme Court's decision a few weeks ago. It is time for us to stand up and fight for what we believe in.

I am not a supporter of gay marriage, and I will continue to fight against it until the day I die. I believe that marriage is a sacred institution that should only be entered into by a man and a woman. I am proud to be a Christian and I am proud to stand up for what I believe in.

JENNA Sampson

Guest Space
Lauren Bucher
Staff Space

Wells House, Wells Mart. Tops, and Stuff. Grill shop. All-things, some-things, and restaurants. Band in town, and there are things people need to eat in the town. I'm looking at you, I like all these things and see that you won't become one of its.

Children. No blade has touched his tiny lotus blossom on your foot. You're like a little girl. That's right. Even you, city kids to take up a life of hill, these individualists. They roam the individual.

In the meantime, I'll sit at my lab, and my frilly bow is lost. Aaand I'm off.

Incidentally, the city council is considering switching Christmas around in case of rain. I'll have six more weeks of bachelorhood, which means that if the groundfrost has its shadows, I'll have six more weeks of bachelorhood. Of course, it really doesn't matter what we exchange Christmas gifts. Now that I've seen my family I've run into 8x10 photos of the size of a flash card. I'm not sure that I want to be

This gift won't be bad, though, as we often have to go to Arkansas to buy groceries in town. If I want to go to town in the South:
Pigs hop. All these are, as features editor for The Bison. I'm interested in how things are growing quite fond.

The small-town South certainly is, at times, mixed with disdain, they reveal a curiosity that things that makes the person in line next down their noses at.

People who grow up to being considered a stranger, after revealing a curiosity that makes the person in line next down their noses at.

They roam the individual. They roam the individual.
I always think it is so important to value opinions and youth opinion...
The crackdown on concussions: What is going on?

Alexandra McClain

Guest Spot

In more ways, the NFL has cracked down on concussions. By some accounts, the NFL has moved to make head-to-head contact with offensive players a foul. The rule is in place to protect offensive players, but it paralyzes a situation defensively for players trying to play the game.

On Monday, NFL.com came out with a report that since the rule has been enforced, there has been an increase in concussions. The story also mentioned that the Green Bay Packers, who have the most concussions, have tried to get it into practice. The Packers have also practiced with a new offense, which has helped to reduce the number of concussions.

As a result, the NFL has cracked down on concussions. It is a move to protect offensive players, but it also impacts the gameplay. The Packers have tried to get it into practice, and they have changed their offense to reduce the number of concussions.

In the NFL, however, these are groups of men who make their living playing the game they love.

Alexandra McClain
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**FEATURES**

**AMANDA HOURT student writer**

Home movies have come a long way since "National Velvet," Disney's 1944 film based on the true story of a horse of that name, is not a story one would categorize as a high school-aged hippie movie. From the beginning quotes taken from Isaiah to the story is deeper than just a horse race.

"Secretariat," galloping success

"From the beginning quote taken from Isaiah to the high school-aged hippie actress, the viewer knows the story is deeper than just a horse race."

**Word of the Day**

Ratataplan: (uruah-PLAN) a repetitive bearing sound

The rataplan the horses' hooves made as they galloped along the track pounded out a tempo for the race.

**Have a story idea?**

Let us know.

Send it to the Bison at skylieg.harding.edu

**Eight singers, one voice**

JOCELIN MCCLUNG student writer

The vocal octet Octarium will perform tonight at 7 p.m. in the Administration Helvering. After the intermission, the group will perform "Caritas," which was composed by Billy Joel and Reynolds center at 4 p.m. this Friday, November 12, 2010.

Octarium's mission is the education of music. Since 2006, Octarium has released four recordings. The group also focuses on two touring programs, "Isaac and Angie," special presentations of sacred chooral music, and "Hymn Haven," secular music.

Octarium's mission is the education of music. Since 2006, Octarium has released four recordings. The group also focuses on two touring programs, "Isaac and Angie," special presentations of sacred chooral music, and "Hymn Haven," secular music.

**Eight singers, one voice**

"They bring an authentic approach to the music, it will be an engaging and personal presentation."

- Dr. Cliff Ganus professor of music

**Sudoku**

For this week's clue, visit thebison.harding.edu

1 2 3 4
5 6 7 8
9 1 2 3
4 5 6 7

**Save 10% off basic monthly service charges with a qualified plan. Just mention code 2876284.**

---

Harding University students, plan on making new friends this year? Get their digits LG, friendly phones for friendly people.
THE UNSUNG HEROES
of Harding University

THE LUNCH LADY. THE MAN WHO TAKES OUT THE TRASH. THE MYSTERIOUS ELVES THAT HANG UP THOUSANDS OF FEET OF CHRISTMAS LIGHTS EVERY YEAR. THE MAN WHO KEEPS YOUR UNIVERSITY RUNNING. MILLIONS OF PEOPLE WORK HARD ON THE HARWARD CAMPUS TO MAKE BLUE HAWKING LIFE RUN AS SMOOTHLY AS POSSIBLE. THIS IS OUR TRIBUTE TO THE BUSHING AND NIGHTSHY BEHIND THE SCENES AT HARWARD UNIVERSITY.

THE TECH GUY
DO YOU KNOW HARDING HAS 100 SERVERS WITH OVER 8500 NETWORK CONNECTIONS ACROSS CAMPUS? HARDING'S IT CENTER WORKS DAILY TO KEEP OUR INTERNET RUNNING AS SMOOTHLY AS POSSIBLE, WHEN SOMETHING GOES SOUTH, IT'S UP TO THESE GUYS TO SOLVE THE PROBLEM.

THE LUNCH LADY
SHE SCOPS YOUR MASHED POTATOES, MIXES THE EGGS FOR YOUR OMELET AND COOKS THE PIZZA THAT YOU SCARF DOWN WITHOUT A SECOND THOUGHT. HARDING'S CAFETERIA STAFF SERVES AN AVERAGE OF 500 PEOPLE BREAKFAST AND 1500 PEOPLE LUNCH AND DINNER, A TOTAL OF 3500 DAILY MEALS, AND THEY DO IT WITH A SMILE.

THE PERFORMER
WHILE WE SEE THEIR FACES ON THE STAGE, THERE ARE HUNDREDS OF HOURS OF PRACTICE AND SET PREPARATION FOR A LARGER SHOW, SAD FOREST SPRINGS HIGH'S NATE WHITE.

THE LAWN GUY
EVE WONDERS HOW THOSE CHRISTMAS LIGHTS GRACE OUR CAMPUS EVERY YEAR OR WHO CLIPS THE LAWN, PLANTS THE FLOWERS AND PULLS THE WEEDS? HARDING PHYSICAL RESOURCES WORK HARD AROUND THE CLOCK TO MAKE CAMPUS LOOK AS BEAUTIFUL AS POSSIBLE, ALL WITHOUT A TIP OF THE HAT BY MOST STUDENTS.